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Abstract—Recurring bugs are common in software systems, especially in client programs that depend on the same framework. Existing research uses human-written templates, and is limited to certain types of bugs. In this paper, we propose a fully automatic approach to fixing recurring crash bugs via analyzing Q&A sites. By extracting queries from crash traces and retrieving a list of Q&A pages, we analyze the pages and generate edit scripts. Then we apply these scripts to target source code and filter out the incorrect patches. The empirical results show that our approach is accurate in fixing real-world crash bugs, and can complement existing bug-fixing approaches.

I. INTRODUCTION

Many bugs are recurring bugs. Recurring bugs are bugs that occur often in different projects, and are found common, accounting for 17%-45% of the bugs [1, 2]. One important reason for bugs to recur is that many modern programs depend on a certain framework, e.g., Android, Spring, and Hadoop. Problems may occur when certain constraints in these frameworks are violated. For example, one framework may require calling a specific method to initialize an object before using it, otherwise a crash may occur. Programmers of different applications may all forget to call the specific method, leading to recurring crash bugs.

The recurrence of bugs gives us opportunities to fix them automatically. Recently, different approaches are proposed to fix bugs automatically by exploiting the recurrence. One of the most influential approaches is GenProg [3], which copies code pieces from other parts of the software project to fix the current bug. However, this approach does not work if a correct fix cannot be formed from the current project. PAR [4] uses ten manually defined fix templates to fix bugs, and thus is not confined by the code in the current project. However, since the templates are extracted manually, only limited types of bugs can be fixed. In real-world programs, bug-fixing patterns can be numerous, and can vary from one framework to another. It is impractical to write every such template manually.

To overcome the problem of manual fix-pattern extraction, in this paper we aim to infer fixes automatically via analyzing Q&A sites. We observe that, many recurring bugs have already been discussed over the Q&A sites such as Stack Overflow, and we can directly obtain the fixes from the Q&A sites. Furthermore, it is common for programmers to search the Q&A sites when they encounter a bug with respect to a certain framework, which indicates that Q&A sites are more or less a reliable source for obtaining fixes for a large portion of bugs.

As the first step of fixing recurring bugs via analyzing Q&A sites, we focus on a specific class of bugs: crash bugs. Crash bugs are among the most severe bugs in real-world software systems, and a lot of research efforts have been put into handling crash bugs, including localizing the causes of crash bugs [5], keeping the system running under the presence of crashes [6], and checking the correctness of fixes to crash bugs [7]. However, despite the notable progress in automatic bug fixing [8, 9, 10, 11, 12], there is no approach that is designed to directly fix crash bugs within our knowledge.

It is not easy to automate the bug fixes via Q&A sites. First, we need to locate a suitable Q&A web page that describes a bug of the same type and contains a solution. It is easy for humans to come up with a few keywords, query a web search engine, and read through the returned pages to find the most suitable one. However, it is not easy to do it automatically. Second, even if we can locate a correct Q&A web page, it is still difficult to extract a solution from a page where questions and answers are described in a natural language.

To overcome the first problem, we utilize the fact that a Q&A page discussing a crash bug usually has a crash trace, which contains certain information about the bug, such as an error message and a call stack. We could construct a query using such information and ask a web search engine to locate suitable pages. However, it is not feasible to directly construct such a query from a crash trace, because texts in a crash trace usually contain a lot of project-specific information, such as a project method name and the name of a problematic variable. The project-specific texts would not match the bug appearing in the Q&A web site. To overcome this problem, we further filter out project-specific texts.

To overcome the second problem, we utilize a fact obtained by studying Q&A web pages: many Q&A pages contain code snippets, and it is enough to fix many bugs by only looking at the code snippets on the pages. In this way we can avoid complex natural language processing and use almost only program analysis. For example, a developer asking a question about a bug may post his/her source code snippet, and a reply answering the question may contain a fixed version of the code snippet. By comparing the two code snippets, we can directly obtain a fix.

However, even only analyzing code snippets is not easy. Due to the fuzzy nature of Q&A pages, there may not be a clear correspondence between the buggy and fixed versions.
of the code. Furthermore, we cannot directly apply the fix described in the web page to the target project, as the code in the web page is usually different from the source code in the target project. To overcome these difficulties, we systematically combine a set of existing techniques, including partial parsing [13, 14], tree-based code differencing [15, 16], and edit script generation [7]. These techniques together allow us to deal with the fuzzy nature of the web code as well as the gap between the project and the web page.

In summary, our contributions are as follows:

- We propose an approach to fixing recurring crash bugs via analyzing Q&A sites. To our knowledge, this is the first approach for automatic program repair using Internet resources.
- We demonstrate that fixes in Q&A sites can be obtained and applied by combining a set of fuzzy program analysis techniques, without complex natural language processing.
- We evaluate our approach with real-world crash bugs from GitHub, and manually verify the correctness of the generated patches. Our evaluation shows that our approach is effective in fixing real-world recurring crash bugs, and can complement existing bug-fixing approaches.

II. APPROACH OVERVIEW

We first introduce the general structure of our approach in Section II, and then introduce each step in Section III. Our current approach is implemented in Java, but is not limited to a specific programming language.

When a program crashes, it has a crash trace. Our approach uses the source code and the crash trace as input, and consists of four steps: Q&A page extraction, edit script extraction, patch generation, and patch filtering. Fig. 1 shows the overview of our approach. The number on each arrow is the step number.

The first step of our approach is Q&A page extraction. Given a crash trace, we extract keywords, and give it to a search engine. The search engine then returns a list of Q&A pages. In the second step, we isolate code snippets from each Q&A page, and combine them to buggy & fixed code pairs, in which a fixed code snippet may contain a fix to a buggy code snippet. After reducing code size in each code pair, we build mappings between code snippets in each pair, and generate edit scripts that indicate how to transform the buggy code to the fixed code. In the third step, we extract source code snippets by using the crash trace and buggy code snippets, and apply each edit script to each source code snippet. In the last step, we filter generated patches, and report the fixing result. In the following section we will describe each step in detail.

III. APPROACH DETAIL

We now explain our approaches in detail. We use a running example taken from a real-world crash bug in an Android application, and the crash trace is shown in Fig. 2. In the crash trace, Line 1 and Line 13 are two error messages that describe the crash. Line 2-12 and Line 14-17 represent two call stacks. Fig. 3 shows a source code snippet in this example, and we use the word “location” to indicate the line number of an individual statement. In this example, Line 31 in Fig. 3 is the faulty location of the source code. The root cause of the bug is that the method OnReceive() passes context to the method level() of BatteryHelper. The method level() makes the parameter register a receiver. However, for context this is not allowed. We describe Q&A page extraction in Section III-A, edit script extraction in Section III-B, patch generation in Section III-C, and patch filtering in Section III-D.

A. Q&A Page Extraction

To fix the bug, our approach begins with Q&A page extraction. In this step, we generate a query, and give the query to a web search engine to obtain a list of Q&A pages. Based on our observation, the first line of the crash trace can be used as the query, as it usually contains (1) the exception type, and (2) an error message about the crash. Both are information unique to the current bug. For example, Line 1 in Fig. 2 indicates the exception is a RuntimeException and the cause of the problem is that “IntentReceiver components are not allowed to register to receive intents”.

However, we cannot directly use the whole first line, because some words in the error message are project-specific, and if we include these words, the search engine will hardly return any answer. In the example, The word com.vaguehope.onosendai.update.AlarmReceiver is a class name defined in the target project.

To overcome this problem, we observe that project-specific items are usually reported in full qualified names, and thus we can filter out such items using the root package of the project. Basically, we filter out all words which contain a substring equal to the name of the root package. In our example, we generate the query java.lang.RuntimeException: Unable to start receiver IntentReceiver components are not allowed to register to receive intents. We give the query to a search engine, and obtain a ranking list of Q&A pages.

B. Edit Script Extraction

The second step of our approach is edit script extraction. An edit script is a sequence of edit operations that describes how to transform one code snippet to another. In our work we use a tree-based edit script generation algorithm, in which an edit script describes operations on the Abstract Syntax Tree (AST). We can add, delete, update, or move a node in an AST in one edit operation.

We extract edit scripts in three steps: buggy & fixed code pair extraction, buggy & fixed code reduction, and edit script generation.

---

1 https://github.com/haku/Onosendai/issues/100
java.lang.RuntimeException: Unable to start receiver com.vaguehope.onosendai.update.AlarmReceiver:
android.content.ReceiverCallNotAllowedException: IntentReceiver components are not allowed to register to receive intents
at android.app.ActivityThread.handleReceiver(ActivityThread.java:2126)
at android.app.ActivityThread.handleReceiver(ActivityThread.java:123)
at android.app.ActivityThread$H.handleMessage(ActivityThread.java:1197)
at android.os.Handler.dispatchMessage(Handler.java:99)
at android.os.Looper.loop(Looper.java:137)
at android.app.ActivityThread.main(ActivityThread.java:4424)
at java.lang.reflect.Method.invokeNative(Native Method)
at java.lang.reflect.Method.invoke(Method.java:511)
at com.android.internal.os.ZygoteInit$MethodAndArgsCaller.run(ZygoteInit.java:784)
at com.android.internal.os.ZygoteInit.main(ZygoteInit.java:551)
at dalvik.system.NativeStart.main(Native Method)
Caused by: android.content.ReceiverCallNotAllowedException: IntentReceiver components are not allowed to register to receive intents
at android.app.ReceiverRestrictedContext.registerReceiver(ContextImpl.java:118)
at android.app.ReceiverRestrictedContext.registerReceiver(ContextImpl.java:112)
at android.app.ActivityThread.handleReceiver(ActivityThread.java:2119)
... 10 more

1) Buggy & Fixed Code Pair Extraction: In the ranking order of the Q&A pages, we first extract code snippets in each page. Fig. 4 shows part of a Q&A page returned from a search engine given the above query. In this figure, there are three code snippets, one in the question post, and the other two in the answer post.

To extract buggy & fixed code pairs, we first need to isolate code snippets from natural language descriptions in each post. We isolate code snippets by taking the snippets from inside the HTML tag pair `<code>` and `</code>` (grey in Stack Overflow as shown in Fig. 4). This may miss some code snippets which are not tagged, but according to our observation most of the code snippets are in this type of tag pairs.

Then we combine different code snippets to buggy & fixed code pairs. A buggy & fixed code pair may be either of the following:

1) Both buggy code and fixed code are in the same answer post.
2) Buggy code is in the question post, and fixed code is in the answer post.

To identify the first type of code pairs, we identify answer posts that have more than one code snippets, and use keyword matching to distinguish the buggy code and the fixed code.
The keywords are commonly used by humans to explain comparison relationship, such as “instead of” and “change...to...”. If such keywords exist, we combine the two code snippets into one code pair, and distinguish buggy and fixed code snippets according to the keywords.

To identify the second type of code pairs, we take each code snippet in the question post and each code snippet in the answer post as a buggy & fixed code pair.

Because the first type of code pairs is more likely to be a buggy and fixed code pair, we rank this type of code pairs before the second type of code pairs. As a result, we obtain three code pairs for the running example: one taken from only the answer post, and two taken from both the question and the answer posts. The fixed code snippet in the answer post suggests inserting `getApplicationContext()` to `context`, which fixes the buggy code snippet.

2) Buggy & Fixed Code Reduction: The buggy and fixed code snippets are often not similar in size. In Fig 4 there are more than ten lines in the buggy code snippet of the question post, while only one line in the fixed code snippet of the answer post. The big difference in the code will influence the correctness of the generated edit script. Therefore, before analyzing the code pair, we reduce the size of both buggy code and fixed code according to their similarities.

First, we parse a buggy & fixed code pair and get two Abstract Syntax Trees (ASTs). Each node in the AST has a label, which indicates the type of the node (e.g., method invocation), and for each leaf node it also has a value (e.g., the name of a variable). The code snippets are usually not complete. Therefore, we use partial parsing [13] techniques to parse the code snippets into ASTs.

Then we calculate the similarities between each statements in the code pair, and filter out those statements that has only low similarity scores. Here we consider two types of similarities:

1) Text similarity. We calculate the edit distance between each line, and denote the length of buggy code as `len_buggy`, and the length of fixed code as `len_fixed`. We use the following formula:

\[
Sim(\text{Text}) = 1 - \frac{\text{edit distance}}{\sqrt{\text{len}_\text{buggy} \times \text{len}_\text{fixed}}}
\]

2) Structure similarity. We calculate the AST similarity using the ratio of common AST leaf nodes among all the leaf nodes in two ASTs. We denote the number of common leaf nodes as `num_common`, and the total number of leaf nodes in two ASTs as `num_total`. We use the following formula:

\[
Sim(\text{Structure}) = \frac{\text{num}_\text{common}}{\text{num}_\text{total}}
\]

In both cases, we only take code elements with one of the similarity scores more than a pre-defined threshold. In this way we can reduce the size of each code snippet in the code pair greatly. The reduced code pairs are shown in Fig 5. Each code snippet above the line is considered as a buggy code snippet, and each code snippet under the line is considered as a fixed code snippet.

3) Edit Script Generation: We leverage a state-of-art edit script generation technique, GumTree [16], to generate edit scripts for buggy code snippets. By applying the edit script to a buggy code snippet, we shall get the corresponding fixed code snippet. Given two ASTs, GumTree works in two steps. First, it builds mappings between the nodes of the ASTs. A leaf or inner node of one AST can be mapped to a leaf or inner node of the other AST, and each node can only be mapped once. There may be nodes that do not have any mapping. Second, it generates exactly one edit script using an existing linear optimal algorithm [17]. The edit script contains four types of edit operations on a node (including leaf and inner) of an AST, namely add, delete, update, and move. Here we explain these operations using the definitions in the corresponding paper [16]:

- **add**\((t, t_p, i, l, v)\): Add a new node \(t\) in the AST. If \(t_p\) is not null and \(i\) is specified then \(t\) is the \(i^{th}\) child of \(t_p\). Otherwise \(t\) is the new root node and has the previous root node as its only child. Finally, \(l\) is the label of \(t\) and \(v\) is the value of \(t\).
- **delete**\((t)\): Delete a leaf node \(t\) of the AST.
- **update**\((t, v_n)\): Replace the old value of a node \(t\) by the new value \(v_n\).
- **move**\((t, t_p, i)\): Move a node \(t\) and make it the \(i^{th}\) child of \(t_p\). Note that all children of \(t\) are moved as well, and therefore this action moves a whole subtree.

Let us denote the AST of the buggy code snippet as `buggyAST`, and the AST of the fixed code snippet as `fixedAST`. We use the code pair in Fig 5(a) for explanation. The mappings generated by GumTree between `buggyAST` and `fixedAST` for this code pair is shown in Fig 6. Long-dotted and short-dotted lines indicate mappings built by GumTree in its different steps, and are considered the same in our approach. Suppose in `buggyAST` the node corresponding to `context` is \(C\), and the parent node of \(C\) is \(P\), while in `fixedAST`, the node that is mapped to \(C\) is \(C'\), the node corresponding to `getApplicationContext()` is \(G'\), and the parent node of \(C'\) and \(G'\) are \(M'\), which is labeled as “MethodInvocation”, corresponding to `context.getApplicationContext()`. The edit script is as follows. For simplicity, we omit the last two parameters of `add` operations, and use “equivalent” to indicate that the label and value of a newly added node are the same as those of an existing node.

1) **add**\((M, P, 1, ...)\), where \(M\) is equivalent to \(M'\)

```java
context.registerReceiver(...);
context.getApplicationContext().registerReceiver(...);
Intent intent = context.registerReceiver(...);
context.registerReceiver(...);
Intent intent = context.registerReceiver(...);
context.getApplicationContext().registerReceiver(...);
```

Fig. 5: Reduced code pairs from Fig. 4
The aim of using replace and copy operations is to handle the case of changed position and renamed variable, respectively. We generate replace and copy operations along with the generation of other operations. GumTree leverages an algorithm \[17\] that builds edit scripts via two passes of traversal. The first pass of traversal is on fixedAST, in which update, add, and move operations are generated in order for each node. The second pass of traversal is on buggyAST, in which delete operations are generated. We check whether to generate replace and copy operations for a node of fixedAST between the checking for generating update and add operations. The generated replace or copy operation shall replace the original add or move operation on the same node, since there is at most only one operation for each node. As soon as an operation is generated, GumTree first apply the operation to buggyAST and then continue to generate new operations (if any). Therefore, we can still ensure the correctness of the generated edit script. Suppose GumTree is visiting a non-root node \(n'\) in the first pass of traversal in fixedAST, and \(n'\) is \(i^{th}\) child of \(p'\). We check whether \(n'\) or \(p'\) is mapped to a node in buggyAST, and whether the labels are different. If a corresponding mapping exists and the labels are different, we generate a replace operation.

First, we check whether to generate a replace operation for \(n'\). The algorithm is shown in Alg. 1. We check whether \(n'\) or \(p'\) is mapped to a node in buggyAST, and whether the labels are different. If a corresponding mapping exists and the labels are different, we generate a replace operation.

Second, we check whether to generate a copy operation for \(n'\). We begin with checking whether \(n'\) is mapped to a node in buggyAST. If so, we do not create a copy operation. Otherwise, we scan fixedAST, and find whether there is any leaf node \(f'\) that has the same value as \(n'\), whether \(f'\) is mapped to a node in buggyAST (denoted as \(f\)), and whether \(p'\) is mapped to a node in buggyAST (denoted as \(p\)). If all the three conditions are satisfied, we generate a copy operation:

```java
context.registerReceiver(null, new IntentFilter(Intent.ACTION_BATTERY_CHANGED));
```
The corresponding source code snippet to obtain patches. Then we apply each edit script of the buggy code snippet to Q&A pages to obtain a list of buggy & source code pairs.

C. Patch Generation

We first extract source code snippets from the target project, and combine them with buggy code snippets from Q&A pages to obtain a list of buggy & source code pairs. Then we apply each edit script of the buggy code snippet to the corresponding source code snippet to obtain patches.

1) Buggy & Source Code Pair Extraction: We extract buggy & source code pairs as follows. First, we perform file-level fault localization. We take all files in the project that appear in the call stacks of the crash trace from top down, and obtain a list of candidate files. In Fig. 2 the call stacks suggests that there is only one candidate file AlarmReceiver.java. Second, we extract buggy & source code pairs. The buggy code snippets come from existing buggy & fixed code pairs, while the source code snippets come from candidate files just extracted. If a buggy code snippet is a method, we search for a method with the same name in the candidate files, and combine these two methods as a buggy & source code pair. If the buggy code snippet is a block, which is in most of the occasions, the algorithm consists of three steps explained below.

First, we use call stacks and the buggy code snippet to pinpoint faulty locations. A call stack already contains a list of line numbers, and thus we take each line number of the corresponding candidate file in the call stack from top down. The buggy code snippet may also help us find a faulty location. We first calculate similarity scores between each statement in the candidate files and each statement in the buggy code snippet using the formulae in Section III-B2. Then we filter out statements in candidate files with similarity scores less than the same pre-defined threshold, and sort faulty locations indicated by the rest of the statements in descending order of similarity scores. We rank the faulty locations obtained from call stacks before those obtained from the buggy code snippet.

Second, according to the size of the buggy code snippet, we expand each faulty location inside the candidate files, and combine them to obtain a buggy & source code pair. Specifically, we expand each faulty location forward in the corresponding candidate file to obtain a possible block whose size is the same as the size of the buggy code block. Now we have a list of buggy & source code pairs.

Third, since the faulty location for a crash is not necessarily the exact line number identified, for the source code snippet in each buggy & source code pair, we also choose the previous location and the next location with the same block size as two additional source code snippets. Therefore, for each buggy code snippet we obtain two additional buggy & source code pairs. In the source code fragment in Fig. 3 we extract 3 buggy & source code pairs for the buggy code snippet in Fig 5(a). The source code snippet in these pairs are Line 31, Line 30, and Line 32 in order.

2) Edit Script Application: We denote the AST of a source code snippet as srcAST. Given a buggy & source code pair, we use GumTree again to build mappings between buggyAST and srcAST. According to the mappings, each operation in the edit script on a node of buggyAST is now effective on the mapped node of srcAST. If there is an unmapped node in the edit script, we do not generate a fix. In the example, GumTree maps C in buggyAST to context in srcAST (denoted as C"") in Fig 3. The edit script is transformed to the following to operate nodes of srcAST:

1) replace(M", C", M")
2) move(C", M", 1)
3) add(G", M", 2,...), where G" is equivalent to G'

D. Patch Filtering

In previous steps, we may generate multiple patches for one bug. However, some of them may be incorrect. We filter out the patches using the following two rules:

1) Merging. Our approach may generate multiple patches that are equivalent. We check the equivalence at the AST level, and merge them as one patch.
2) Compiling. If there is a compilation failure, we filter out the patch.

In the end, we report the first k patches in the list to the programmer. If there is no patch generated, it means that our approach fails to fix the crash bug. Our experiment shows that we have high accuracy in generating the first patch as a correct patch. Therefore, we set k=1.
In the running example, the project compiles successfully and the code becomes the following.

```java
final float bl = BatteryHelper.level;
context.getApplicationContext();
```

Therefore, we get one fix for this crash bug.

IV. Evaluation

Our evaluation aims to answer two questions:

**RQ1: Effectiveness.** How effective is our approach in fixing real-world recurring crash bugs?

**RQ2: Usefulness.** Can our approach complement state-of-art fixing approaches?

A. Experiment Setup

We have implemented our approach in Java as an open source tool, QACrashFix. We used Google as the search engine to obtain Q&A pages, and added a constraint “site:stackoverflow.com” into the keywords to retrieve only the web pages in Stack Overflow. We used Eclipse AST parser [18] to parse code snippets to ASTs, and re-implemented GumTree [16] to build mappings and to generate edit scripts.

Through our experiments, we set $\text{Sim}(\text{Text})$ to 0.8, and $\text{Sim}(\text{Structure})$ to 0.3 to achieve the best results. Different threshold may lead to different size of reduced code snippets, or introduce different number of source code snippets. In both cases we may have more false positives or false negatives.

To evaluate our approach, we need a set of crash bugs as evaluation subjects. Here we focus on a specific framework, Android, because Android is one of the most widely-used framework, and on GitHub there are a large number of android projects.

To collect the subjects, we looked into the Android projects on GitHub. GitHub provides four rankings for projects: best match, most stars, most forks, and recently updates. We obtain the top 1000 Android projects from each ranking, and get in total 2529 projects, containing 73868 issues. Then we filter the issues based on three criteria: (1) the issue contains a crash trace, which indicates that it is a crash bug, (2) the issue has an associated patch, so that we can evaluate the generated patches by comparing them with developers’ patch, and (3) the exception causing the crash is thrown from Android framework, which indicates that the crash is a recurring bug related to Android. After filtering, we got 90 projects with 161 issues.

Next, we manually examined these issues to determine which crash bugs can be fixed by humans via searching Stack Overflow, i.e., we identified those bugs whose recurrences existed at Stack Overflow. Our rule for judging this is to use the same method as our approach to generate a query, and manually examine top 10 Q&A pages at Stack Overflow. For each page, we checked whether we could fix the bug using the information on the page. In the end, we got 25 issues whose recurrences exist on Stack Overflow. The recurrence ratio is 15.5%, which is less than but similar to the recurring bug rate in recent research (17%-45% [1, 2]). This is because in repositories there are sufficient resources. By only searching in Stack Overflow we found a large number of recurring bugs, which also indicates the effectiveness of using Q&A sites.

For each issue, we downloaded and deployed the project version before the patch was applied, and wrote building scripts for automating the compilation process. Because we cannot compile one project, we only chose the remaining 24 issues (corresponding to 24 bugs) as our final benchmark.

Finally, we used our approach to generate a patch for each bug. Then we manually verified the correctness of the patches by comparing each generated patch with each patch written by developers. Note that a lot of existing research on bug-fixing adopted “passing all tests” as a criterion for evaluating the correctness of generated patches. However, we did not adopt this method because recent research [19] found that although test cases are effective in filtering out many erroneous patches, many test suites in practice are weak and are not enough to guarantee the correctness of patches.

All our experiments were executed on Windows 7, with a dual-core 2.50GHz Intel Core5 processor and 8GB memory. In the following subsections we discuss the result in detail with respect to our research questions.

B. RQ1: Effectiveness

The details of the benchmark and the experimental results are summarized in Table I sorted by the number of lines of code. Column “Project” shows the project name. Column “Issue No.” shows the issue number in GitHub. Column “Loc” shows the total number of lines of code in the respective project. Column “#Edit Scripts” shows the number of edit scripts (i.e., how many buggy & fixed code pairs) we generated from each web page. Column “Equivalent” shows the number of patches that are equivalent. Column “Compile Error” shows the number of patches that fail to compile. Column “Remaining” shows the number of the remaining patches, which are the final patches of our approach. Column “Correct” shows whether the first filtered patch can fix the bug or not. Column “Total” shows the time used to generate all the patches, and Column “Compilation” shows the time used for compilation. We also recorded the time to obtain the first filtered patch, shown in Column “First”. We make the following observations.

First, the column of remaining fixes shows that, for 14 of bugs, we did not generate any fixes. For the resting 10 bugs, our tool generated at least one fix.

Second, our tool generated a relative large number of initial fixes, which shows that there are a good number of code snippets in Stack Overflow pages that lead to fix generation.

Third, our tool may generate equivalent patches. This is because Stack Overflow pages may contain the same answer several times. Since the code snippets in the page are the same, we generate equivalent patches.

Fourth, a large number of patches can be filtered out by compilation. For example, in TextSecure, we generated 40 initial fixes for each bug, and filtered out all of them by compilation. In total we filtered out 127 patches by compilation, accounting for 74% among all the generated patches.

Fifth, many edit scripts did not lead to a patch to the source code. This is because no mapping was built between the buggy code in the web page and the original source code for many edit scripts.

2available at http://sei.pku.edu.cn/%7egaoqing11/qacrashfix
We further give some examples of generated patches\(^3\). In each of the figures shown below, the top one represents the original patch generated by the developers, and the bottom one represents the first generated patch by our tool.

First, for 7 of the 10 bugs, our tool generated correct patches. Among them, patches for 3 bugs are identical to those written by humans, and patches for 4 bugs are not identical, but are still correct. For example, in Fig. 7, the generated patch has one more condition that checks dialog is not null. This is a useful check that ensures no NullPointerException exception before using dialog.

Second, for 1 of 10 bugs, our tool generated a patch using try and catch blocks as suggested in the Stack Overflow page, shown in Fig. 8. The human patch invokes isFinishing() and returns when finished. In our patch, we surround finish() with try/catch, which deals with the same root cause. However, because the patch is different from the human patch, we consider it as a correct but not acceptable patch.

Third, for the rest 2 of the 10 bugs, our tool did not generate correct patches. For example, we generated a patch that deals with the same root cause as suggested by a Stack Overflow answer. However, the patch is in a different location from the human patch and in a different form, and we cannot verify its correctness.

\(^3\)Full analysis of the generated patches can be found on the tool web site.

---

**TABLE I: Details of generated fixes**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Project</th>
<th>Issue No.</th>
<th>Loc</th>
<th>#Edit Scripts</th>
<th>#Patches</th>
<th>Time (sec)</th>
<th>Compilation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Calligraphy</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>406</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>screen-notifications</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>846</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>30.205</td>
<td>12.187</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TuCanMobile</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>2,849</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OpenLAB</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>7,053</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10.619</td>
<td>83.447</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Android-Universal-Image-Loader</td>
<td>660</td>
<td>11,829</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>12.629</td>
<td>82.129</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>concho-base-lite-android</td>
<td>292</td>
<td>12,004</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>71.361</td>
<td>71.361</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Onosendi</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>17,821</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>5.645</td>
<td>9.099</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LNReader-Android</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>21,276</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>13.135</td>
<td>25.987</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the-blue-alliance-android</td>
<td>252</td>
<td>24,094</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>15.949</td>
<td>15.949</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>open-keychain</td>
<td>217</td>
<td>31,038</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>9.409</td>
<td>5.623</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unshahidi_Android</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>33,574</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>54.665</td>
<td>54.665</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cgeo</td>
<td>457</td>
<td>36,963</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>15.500</td>
<td>90.327</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cgeo</td>
<td>887</td>
<td>42,814</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>5.729</td>
<td>43.097</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TextSecure</td>
<td>1397</td>
<td>46,469</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>229.263</td>
<td>229.263</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cgeo</td>
<td>2537</td>
<td>54,765</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>24.537</td>
<td>24.537</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WordPress-Android</td>
<td>688</td>
<td>62,344</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>106.533</td>
<td>106.533</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WordPress-Android</td>
<td>780</td>
<td>62,455</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WordPress-Android</td>
<td>1320</td>
<td>62,895</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>18.209</td>
<td>74.008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WordPress-Android</td>
<td>1484</td>
<td>65,307</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>9.133</td>
<td>9.133</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WordPress-Android</td>
<td>1122</td>
<td>65,539</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>27.392</td>
<td>27.392</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gnuCash-android</td>
<td>221</td>
<td>68,158</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7.146</td>
<td>7.146</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cgeo</td>
<td>3991</td>
<td>68,202</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>18.411</td>
<td>155.640</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WordPress-Android</td>
<td>1928</td>
<td>71,485</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>14.122</td>
<td>35.444</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>calabash-android</td>
<td>149</td>
<td>93,146</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>161.855</td>
<td>161.855</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total - 963,332 | 164 | 172 | 12 | 33 | 8 | 899,756 | 1492,577 | 1022,140 |

---

**TABLE II: Performance of each step**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Step</th>
<th>#Total bugs</th>
<th>#Total bugs in this step</th>
<th>Ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Edit script extraction</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>37.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patch generation</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patch filtering</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>16.7%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

First, we fail to generate an edit script for 9 bugs, because there are no appropriate code pairs. Besides, answers may contain descriptions like “check null pointer” and “add try catch”, which could not be processed by our approach. Second, for 3 of the remaining bugs we fail to generate a patch because we cannot locate the buggy code as a result of incomplete
crash trace. Sometimes a crash trace contains a very long list of method invocations and the buggy file may be omitted in the bug report. Third, the remaining 2 bugs cannot be fixed because of compilation errors. For example, a buggy code snippet has a method declaration which should return an integer, while in the question post it is actually a `void` method. Developers could do a manual transformation while our approach cannot.

The time used is shown in the last three columns of Table I. We did not include the time to query Google because (1) such time greatly depends on the network condition and varies from locations to locations, and (2) the query time is very small compared to the total time and can be neglected. In our experiment, the time for querying Google for each bug is around several hundred milliseconds.

As Column “Total” in Table I shows, the longest time spent on a bug is 230s, and the time for each bug is 62.2s on average. Compilation accounts for 68.5% of the time, and costs 6.39s for each compiled patch on average. In addition, if we report the result as soon as we generate the first filtered patch, we can reduce the total time by 39.7% to 900s, about 37.5s for each bug on average.

Although compilation time does increase with respect to project size, project size is not the main deciding factor of the total executing time. The main deciding factor is how many generated patches need to be tested. This is mainly related to the number of code snippets in Q&A pages and the number of project files in call stacks. These factors are not directly related to the size of the source code. Therefore, our approach is able to scale to very large applications.

C. RQ2: Usefulness

To answer the second research question, we did a qualitative analysis to check whether we can complement state-of-art automatic bug fixing approaches. We examine existing approaches for bug fixing and identify four approaches that apply to our case: GenProg [3], RSRepair [9], PAR [4] and SPR [12]. Other approaches either cannot scale to the projects in our experiment [10, 20], or have special requirements such as contracts [11].

Existing search-based techniques such as GenProg and RSRepair assume that patches already exist in the project code. PAR uses human-written templates, and to instantiate templates it also searches in the project code. SPR uses condition synthesis to repair defects, and in other occasions the search space is also within the project code. We did not generate any patches that can be synthesized using only existing templates in PAR or condition forms in SPR, and therefore, for each bug that our approach successfully fixed, we first used a representative substring in both the human patch and our patch to check if there is any match in the source code using the `grep` command, and then manually analyzed the returned search list to see whether a patch can be synthesized. The result is shown in Table III. The first column shows each issue with at least one filtered patch generated by our approach. The second column shows the `grep` command we use. The third column shows whether a patch can be synthesized.

There is only one case where an identical patch can be synthesized. For cgeo #3991, we got a large number of `try` and `catch` blocks, which indicates that GenProg, RSRepair and SPR can fix the bug by inserting the blocks. In addition, PAR does not contain the `try/catch` template, and cannot create a patch of this form. The result indicates that our approach can complement existing bug-fixing approaches. Note that a bug can be fixed in many different ways, so being unable to synthesize the patches in the above procedure does not necessarily indicate that they cannot fix the bug. Therefore, we are not concluding that our approach is “better” than other approaches, but showing that our approach can complement them. In essence, we are dealing with a defect class [21] different from other approaches.

D. Threats to Validity

The main threat to external validity is that the benchmark we use is small and may not be representative of real world benchmarks. However, all bugs we use are real world bugs, are from different projects, and show different exceptions, which may cover a large class of real world bugs. Note that many existing studies [10, 22, 23] use generated bugs to evaluate their approaches, and many [3, 10] evaluated on real world bugs have benchmarks whose sizes are similar to or much smaller than ours.

The main threat to internal validity is that our manual validation of the patches may be wrong. To alleviate this threat, three authors mutually checked the result, and any patch with a slight doubt was not considered as correct.

V. DISCUSSION

The number of crash bugs that can be fixed by humans via exploring Q&A sites are relatively small in GitHub. This is due to two reasons. First, in open repositories like GitHub, issues are not well maintained in many projects, and we only investigate bugs that contain patches. This greatly reduces the number of investigated bugs. Second, developers may encounter crash bugs during development, and may fix them immediately instead of creating an issue. While our approach can fix crash bugs that can be found in issue repositories, our approach can be used by developers in the development stage, or can be deployed to automatically fix crash bugs newly founded by testing.

Our approach is limited to situations that humans can fix the bug via looking into Q&A sites. As a result, if there are no correct patches in Q&A sites, we cannot generate a correct patch. However, because recurring bugs are common and the resources on Q&A pages continuously increase, our approach has the potential to fix more bugs than can be fixed currently.

In our experiment we did not run the projects. However, in the presence of test cases, our approach can be run automatically to filter out more erroneous patches, which can further increase the accuracy of our approach.

### TABLE III: Keyword matching in source code

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Issue</th>
<th>Grep Command</th>
<th>Result</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GitLab Mobile #22</td>
<td>grep &quot;isShowing&quot; -R</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OpenAB #62</td>
<td>grep &quot;super.onDestroy&quot; -R</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Osmand #100</td>
<td>grep &quot;context.getApplicationContext&quot; -R</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>open-keychain #127</td>
<td>grep &quot;dismissAllowing&quot; -R</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cgeo #887</td>
<td>grep &quot;image/jpeg&quot; -R</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cgeo #887</td>
<td>grep &quot;image/jpg&quot; -R</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LNReader-Android #62</td>
<td>grep &quot;commitAllowingStateLoss&quot; -R</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wordpress-Android #1320</td>
<td>grep &quot;isFinishing&quot; -R</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cgeo #3991</td>
<td>grep &quot;isFinishing&quot; -R</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cgeo #3991</td>
<td>grep &quot;try{try} -R&quot;</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cgeo #3991</td>
<td>grep &quot;catch{catch} -R&quot;</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
VI. RELATED WORK

1) Automatic Bug Fixing: Recently there has been much progress on fixing general types of bugs. Existing research uses specifications [23, 11, 24] or test cases [8, 25, 22, 9, 4, 11, 24] to evaluate the correctness of patches and guide the process of patch generation. GenProg [8, 25, 22] and RSRpair [9] assume that patches exist in the current project, and use search-based techniques to find the patches. PAR uses human-written templates to generate patches. AutoFix-E [11] and AutoFix-E2 [24] rely on contracts present in the software to generate fixes. SemFix [10] and DirectFix [20] use component-based program synthesis techniques to synthesize a correct patch. SPR [12] instantiates transformation schemas to repair program defects by using condition synthesis. Prophet [26] uses machine learning over a large code database to learn a probabilistic model that characterizes successful human patches, and uses this model to prioritize the search for correct patches. Fischer et al. [27] propose a semantics-based approach that turns a given program into one whose evaluations under the error-admitting semantics agree with those of the given program under the error-compensating semantics. Gopinath et al. [23] use behavioral specifications to generate likely bug fixes. WAutoRepair [28] reduces patch validation time by only recompiling the altered components of a program. MintHint [29] is a semi-automatic approach that generates repair hints to help developers complete a repair, and it uses statistical correlation analysis to identify expressions that are likely to appear in the patches. Our work is different from these approaches in that we handle the defect class of recurring bugs whose fixes can be found in Q&A sites, and can complement the above approaches. Nguyen et al. [2] also study recurring bug fixes for Object-Oriented programs, but they do not analyze Q&A sites like us.


2) Fault Localization: Before fixing the bugs, it is essential to locate where the bug occurs. A typical technique is spectrum-based fault localization [37, 38, 39, 40], which uses program spectrum collected during execution. Because crash bugs have crash traces which contain location information, in our work we use this information to locate crash bugs statically.

CrashLocator [5] locates faulty functions by using crash traces and expanding the stack in a static call graph. Similar to spectra-based approaches, it calculates the suspiciousness score for each function and return a ranking list. However, this approach only ranks functions instead of statements, and thus cannot be used in our approach.

Another main line of fault-localization research is bug-report-oriented fault localization [41, 42, 43, 44, 45], which aims to find a small subset of source files that is related to a bug report among the entire code base. Because we focus on using only call stacks instead of bug reports for file-level fault localization, we do not leverage these approaches.

3) Q&A Site Retrieval and Analysis: Q&A sites contain rich resources for software engineering. Regarding retrieval from Q&A sites, SeaHawk [46] and Prompter [47] construct queries based on the code context, and retrieve API names and code-like words from Stack Overflow. However, for crash bugs it is difficult to retrieve Q&A pages with code context query. Rigby et al. [44] extract essential code elements from informal documentation such as Stackoverflow. Because Q&A pages related to bug fixes often contain code snippets in HTML tab pairs, we only use heuristics to extract code snippets. Cordeiro et al. [48] process crash traces and use it to retrieve Q&A resources. This approach uses exceptions and references of the crash trace as a query, and cannot distinguish the messages from the client and the framework.

There is also much research in analyzing Q&A sites. In artificial intelligence research, there are approaches for finding similar questions [49, 50], or finding the most appropriate answer [51, 52, 49, 53, 54]. In software engineering research, Hen/β et al. [55] propose an approach to extracting FAQs from mailing lists and forums automatically. Wong et al. [56] propose an automatic approach to generating comments by mining Q&A sites. These approaches tackle different problems in analyzing Q&A sites compared to ours.

4) Code Differentiating: The technique we use in analyzing Q&A sites is code differentiating. ChangeDistiller [15] is a widely-used approach that builds mappings and generates edit scripts at AST level. GumTree [16] improves ChangeDistiller by removing the assumption that leaf nodes contain a significant amount of text, and it detects move actions better than ChangeDistiller. Chawathe et al. [17] propose an optimal and linear algorithm that generates edit scripts based on AST mappings. We chose GumTree for edit script generation, because it is the state-of-art work in this area.

Sydit [57] and LASE [58] generate program transformations from one or multiple examples. They generate context-aware, abstract edit scripts and then apply the edit scripts to new locations. Because in Q&A sites there is often no complete code snippet and sometimes only one statement, it is difficult to abstract the context, making the approaches not applicable in our work.

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This paper proposes an automatic approach to fixing crash bugs via analyzing Q&A sites. By extracting queries from the framework and using a search engine to get a list of Q&A pages, we analyze the code in each page, obtain and apply edit scripts to source code. After that, we filter out redundant and incorrect patches, and only report the first patch to the developers. The experiments in real-world crash bugs show that our approach is accurate and scalable in large programs. Our approach complements existing bug fixing techniques by handling a different defect class.

In the future, we could study empirically on a larger dataset to investigate how many bugs could be fixed using our approach.
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